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> Ful ly  Autonomous Robotic Skin Laser Treatment

> Faster ,  Better  Results,  Safer

> Skin rejuvenation by 1064 yag laser  emission

> Innovative 3D facial  scanning

> AI  Robotic movements over the whole face

> Integrated Safety Features

> Patented Technology

The  World  1st  AI  Robotic  Skin 
Rejuvenation Laser 



HOW IT WORKS

> 1064 yag laser is a well known for skin treatment, a stable energy light source emission to the skin 
surface which improves the color tone of the face, improve pores problems, pigmentations and activate 
collagen re-growth

> We integrated the laser source with a co-bot arm together with our Dermesh Technology resulting 
that the Laser emissions are being trajected by the robot arm over the whole face

> The light source can be emitted at all angles of the human face and at the same golden distance 
toward every point of the face

RODS is devoted in Beauty Tech and our mission is to innovate solutions to 
enhance qualities, efficiency and safety in the Beauty and Dermatology 
Industry.  

Our first product SR1, is an AI Robotic Laser Rejuvenation Machine that 
replaces the tradition handheld procedure completely freeing the hands of 
laser partitioners and Doctors while achieving a faster, more precise, and 
safer rejuvenation treatment for the customer.

SAFETY

> A low energy and high quality light source is being used, there is no harmful effects and no waiting 
period after the treatment

> The machine is embedded with different type of sensors and build in safety features, it is completely 
safe to operate

FACTS

> Over 300+ human trails had been done

> Studies shown it is 100% faster then human operator and 90% more precise then human eye

> Costs of treatment can by down by 70% for the customer

> 97% of surveyed customers felt good about the treatment and felt it is just as effective, and will 
recommend to friends
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